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According to the #PadmaPurana; there are 8,400,000 life-form species, 900,000 of

which are aquatic ones; 2,000,000 are trees and plants; 1,100,000 are small living

species, insects and reptiles; 1,000,000 are birds; 3,000,000 are beasts and 400,000

are human species

and as per modern Science research till now they are able to find out only Over seven million species of plants and animals

living on planet earth, according to the best estimates made by biologists, means Science is still behind in understanding the

biological and multiverse

structure of almighty.But does that means every time we take birth in same earth in same human species  or in some other

species in same universe ?, absolutely not, if we look deeply in spiritual reality. Our karmas decides where any being has to

move through either in this

universe or in some other Universe and in which life form. It is difficult to understand in which world we take birth and which

world we will move through, reason being Brahm-anda is composed of  so many multiverse universes within each of so

Many inter- related

Brahmands

and in each of them, it has Many forms of trinity godheads are also present in each and every Universe. we can't imagine.

This can be easily Understandable from Many of verses explained in Bhagwad puraan regarding parallel universe and

Multiverse theory based on vedic cosmology

that we will discuss in later part of this article. But First we need to understand how our Brahmand or universe structure is

composed of in how many layers of spiritual reality that can give us idea of the how lokas or universes do exists.
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Below mentioned verse taken from Bhagwad puraan clearly says on the Divine desire of the krishna or Govinda for

manifestation of so many universes as follows:

" Even though over a period of time I might count all the atoms of the universe, I could not count all of My opulences which I

manifest within innumerable universes

(Bhagavata Purana 11.16.39 )

Above quotes clearly speaks that the supreme godhead manifest in different universes in many of Infinite forms those are

uncountable for lord himself. This shows that the birth of Soul happens in those innumerable time and in so many

dimensions in different-different species

and in each of those universe is manifested from him are hard to explain and but we can only understand it by karmic cycles

those took in different species.

Few of verse from bhagwad purana explains the theory of multiverse :

" What am I, a small creature measuring seven spans of my own hand? I am enclosed in a pot like universe composed of

material nature, the total material energy, false ego, ether, air, water and earth.

And what is Your glory? Unlimited universes pass through the pores of Your body just as particles of dust pass through the

openings of a screened window, "

(Bhagavata Purana 10.14.11)

Because You are unlimited, neither the lords of heaven nor even You Yourself can ever reach the end of Your glories. The

countless universes, each enveloped in its shell, are compelled by the wheel of time to wander within You, like particles of

dust blowing about in the sky.

The ■rutis, following their method of eliminating everything separate from the Supreme, become successful by revealing

You as their final conclusion, "

(Bhagavata Purana 10.87.41)

The layers or elements covering the universes are each ten times thicker than the one before, and all the universes

clustered together appear like atoms in a huge combination, 

(Bhagavata Purana 3.11.41)
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